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QUANTIZATION OF HITCHIN’S EQUATIONS
FOR HIGGS BUNDLES I
MARIO GARCIA-FERNANDEZ, JULIEN KELLER, AND JULIUS ROSS
Abstract. We provide an algebraic framework for quantization of Her-
mitian metrics that are solutions of the Hitchin equation for Higgs bun-
dles over a projective manifold. Using Geometric Invariant Theory, we
introduce a notion of balanced metrics in this context. We show that
balanced metrics converge at the quantum limit towards the solution of
the Hitchin equation. We relate the existence of balanced metrics to the
Gieseker stability of the Higgs bundle.
Introduction
The techniques of quantization in complex geometry give a way to approx-
imate analytically defined objects by algebraic ones. Two beautiful examples
of this are the quantization of hermitian metrics on complex vector bundles
over a Ka¨hler manifold, in particular Hermitian-Einstein metrics, and the
quantization of Ka¨hler metrics on complex manifolds, in particular extremal
Ka¨hler metrics. In both cases the theory has practical consequences, such as
providing a method to compute numerical approximations to these metrics,
as well as theoretical ones, such as uniqueness theorems and illuminating
the connection with stability.
In this paper we provide a framework for quantization of metrics on a
Higgs bundle, by which we mean a pair (E,φ) consisting of a holomorphic
vector bundle E of rank rk(E) ≥ 2 over a Ka¨hler manifold (X,ω) and a
holomorphic map
φ : E → E ⊗ Ω1X
called the Higgs field that is required to satisfy φ∧φ = 0. A hermitian metric
h on E is said to satisfy the Hitchin equation (also called in the literature
Hermitian-Yang-Mills equation for Higgs bundle) if
Λ
(√−1Fh + [φ, φ∗h]) = µ(E)
V
IdE .
Here Fh denotes the curvature of the Chern connection associated to h,
φ∗h denotes the image of φ by the combination of the anti-holomorphic
involution in End(E) determined by h with the conjugation of 1-forms,
Λ is the contraction with the Ka¨hler form ω, V is the volume of (X,ω)
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and µ(E) = deg(E)/rk(E) is the slope of E. There is an analogue of the
Donaldson–Uhlenbeck–Yau Theorem due to Hitchin and Simpson [16, 30],
which states that E admits a hermitian metric that solves the Hitchin equa-
tion if and only if (E,φ) is slope-polystable.
In this paper we define a notion of balanced metric for Higgs bundles with
the following features:
(1) Balanced metrics are finite dimensional approximations of solutions
to the Hitchin equation, and
(2) The existence of balanced metrics is related to a form of stability of
the underlying Higgs bundle just as in Hitchin–Simpson Theorem.
We define this balanced condition in two ways, first in terms of a moment
map and second using the density of states function (also known as the
Bergman function). For both of these we must assume the Ka¨hler form
ω is integral, so lies in c1(L) for some ample line bundle L, and let hL
be a hermitian metric on L whose Chern connection has curvature −√−1ω.
Given any basis s for H0(E⊗Lk), the evaluation map induces a holomorphic
us : X → Grass(CN ; rk(E)) =: G
from X to the Grassmannian of rk(E)-dimensional quotients of CN where
N := Nk := h
0(E⊗Lk). Moreover for k sufficiently large us is an embedding,
and E⊗Lk ≃ u∗sU where U denotes the universal quotient bundle on G. We
write the space of such maps as
Map := Mapk := {u : X → G such that u is holomorphic}.
Then there is a space
Z := Zk
pi→ Map (0.1)
whose fiber over u ∈Map is
Z|u = H0(End(u∗U)⊗ Ω1X).
We define a Ka¨hler structure on the regular part of Z as follows. First there
is a Ka¨hler form ΩMap on Map (as used by Wang [35]) given by
ΩMap|u(η1, η2) =
∫
X
u∗ωG(η1, η2)
ωn
n!
for η1, η2 ∈ TuMap = H0(u∗TG)
where ωG denotes the standard Fubini-Study form on G. Next observe that
for any φ ∈ Z|u = H0(End(u∗U) ⊗ Ω1X) the pullback of the Fubini-Study
metric hFS on U along with the hermitian metric on Ω1X induced by ω gives
a pointwise hermitian metric on φ. We then let
Ωk := π
∗ΩMap +
λ
4
ddc
∫
X
log(1 + λ−1k−1| · |2)
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where the ddc means taking derivatives in the directions in Z, and λ is the
real constant
λ :=
1
2(rk(E)− 1) .
We will see that Ωk is a positive closed (1, 1)-form that is invariant with
respect to the naturally induced SUN -action, and this action is hamiltonian
so admits a moment map.
Definition. A hermitian metric h on E is balanced at level k if is of the
form
h = u∗shFS ⊗ h−kL
where s is a basis of H0(E ⊗ Lk) such that the point
(us, φ) ∈ Z
is a zero of the moment map for the SUN action with respect to Ωk.
In fact in Section 2 the form on Z we consider will depend on two real
parameters α, β, and what is described in this introduction is a special case.
The precise choice of the constant λ is unimportant; for the positivity of Ωk
we may take any constant smaller than 2(rk(E)− 1)−1.
As we will show, this definition can be recast intrinsically in terms of the
Bergman function. Given any hermitian metric h on E, we have an L2-inner
product on H0(E ⊗ Lk) induced by h, hL and the volume form determined
by ω. The Bergman function is then defined to be
Bk(h) :=
∑
i
si ⊗ s∗h⊗h
k
L
i ∈ C∞(End(E))
where {si} is any orthonormal basis for H0(E ⊗ Lk). We let
Ck(h) :=
1
k(1 + λ−1k−1|φ|2h)
Λ[φ, φ∗h]
which is a smooth endomorphism of E that is hermitian with respect to h.
Definition. A hermitian metric h on a Higgs bundle (E,φ) is balanced at
level k ∈ N if the hermitian metric
ĥ := h(IdE − Ck(h))
satisfies
Bk(ĥ) =
N
rk(E)V
(IdE − Ck(h))
where N := h0(E ⊗ Lk) and V := ∫
X
ωn
n! .
Equivalently h ∈ Met(E) is balanced at level k if∑
i
ti ⊗ t∗h⊗h
k
L
i =
N
rk(E)V
IdE
where {ti} is a basis for H0(E⊗Lk) that is orthonormal with respect to the
L2-inner product defined using ĥ (see Lemma 3.2).
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Statement of Results. The purpose of this paper is to describe what we
believe to be the correct framework for quantization of the Hitchin equation.
We prove two theorems that support this, with the expectation of providing
more in the future. The first gives connection between balanced metrics
and the Hitchin equation asymptotically as k tends to infinity, and to state
it precisely let scal(ω) denote the scalar curvature of ω, and scal(ω)0 :=
scal(ω)−S where S is the average of scal(ω) over X. We let Met(E) denote
the set of hermitian metrics on a Higgs bundle (E,φ).
Theorem A. (Theorem 3.4) Suppose hk ∈ Met(E) is a sequence such that
hk is balanced at level k that converge to h∞ ∈ Met(E) as k tends to infinity.
Then h∞ satisfies the equation
Λ
(√−1Fh∞ + [φ, φ∗h∞ ]) = (µ(E)V − 12scal0(ω)
)
IdE . (0.2)
Thus after a possible conformal change, h∞ satisfies the Hitchin equation.
In the absolute case (i.e. without a Higgs field) there is a converse to
this statement proved by Wang [35] (following ideas of Donaldson [7]). In
a sequel to this paper we will provide the analogous statement for Higgs
bundles and prove that the existence of a solution to the Hitchin equation
implies the existence of balanced metrics for k sufficiently large.
On the algebraic side we give the following Hitchin–Simpson type state-
ment for Higgs bundles that relates the existence of balanced metrics to a
form of stability (c.f. Wang [35] in the absolute case):
Theorem B. (Theorem 4.1) There exists a k0 such that for all k ≥ k0 the
following holds: if (E,φ) admits a hermitian metric that is balanced at level
k then it is Gieseker semistable. If moreover E is irreducible then (E,φ) is
Gieseker stable.
Context and Comparison with other work. The moduli space of Higgs
bundles can be thought about in various ways. Analytically, letting J denote
the space of holomorphic structures on a complex vector bundle E, the
moduli space is obtained as the quotient of the set of those (J, h, φ) in
Z := J ×Met(E)× Ω1,0(X,End(E)) such that h is compatible with J and
Λ(
√−1Fh,J + [φ, φ∗h]) = const Id and ∂Jφ = 0
by the group G = GL(E) of gauge transformations; so as a quotient of
an infinite dimensional space by an infinite dimensional group. On the
other hand, through the Hitchin–Simpson Theorem, it can also be described
algebraically as a space of (poly)stable objects, so as a Geometric Invariant
Theory quotient of a finite dimensional space Z by a finite dimensional group
G. There are different ways in which this can be done, and here we identify
one that reflects many aspects of the infinite dimensional picture.
Slightly more precisely we may think of the quotient of the space Zk
described in (0.1) by the action of GLNk as a moduli space of Higgs bundles
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(of some kind). Moreover these spaces Zk carry with them various structures
that approximate the infinite dimensional structures as k tends to infinity,
roughly summarized by the following dictionary:
Algebraic Analytic
Zk Z
GLNk G
GIT stability Slope stability
Balanced equation Hitchin equation
Negative Gradient flow Donaldson heat flow
of the balancing map
Iterative method Discretization
of Donaldson heat flow
...
...
It is interesting to ask if other aspects of the moduli space of Higgs bundles
are also reflected algebraically in this way (for instance the hyperka¨hler
structure, the integrable system, or compactification considerations) but we
leave such questions for future consideration.
A related notion of balanced metric was introduced by JK in [18], for suit-
able quiver sheaves arising from dimensional reduction considered in [3], but
as pointed out in [2] this does not allow twisting in the endomorphism and
thus does not apply to Higgs bundles. We remark also that our definition
differs from that of L. Wang for which a link with stability was missing [33,
Remark p.31]. In previous work of MGF and JR [12] a different parameter
space was used giving a slightly different balanced condition (that considers
the case of twisted Higgs bundles with globally generated twist). This dif-
ferent parameter space has the advantage in that the link with stability is
easier to see, but the disadvantage that the link with the Hitchin equation
is harder.
As we will see, asymptotically as k tends to infinity the condition that
h ∈ Met(E) be balanced is that
Bk(h) + k
n−1[φ, φ∗h] = Id +O(kn−2) (0.3)
This was the equation considered by Donagi–Wijnholt [9, §3.3] which in fact
was the original motivation of the authors for looking at balanced metrics
on Higgs bundles. What we define in this paper is a refinement of (0.3)
that fits into a moment map framework. In fact, Donaji–Wijnholt consider
this so as to discuss an iterative method, which can be used to numerically
calculate approximate solutions to the Hitchin equation. In the absolute
case (i.e. without the Higgs field) this iteration has been carried out [10].
The results in this work generalize to arbitrary twisted quiver bundles
with relations, as studied in [2, 3, 25, 26, 27]. In this more general set-up, the
existence of solutions of the twisted quiver vortex equations is related with
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the slope stability of the twisted quiver bundle. A notion of Gieseker stability
for twisted quiver sheaves has been provided in [1, 26] for the construction
of a moduli space. We have focused our attention on Higgs bundles, but it is
not hard to see that the parameter space we use here generalises to cover also
these cases, and there is an analogous definition of balanced metric. There
is also a definition of Higgs principle bundle [14, 15] and, more recently,
generalized quiver bundle [4], and it may be interesting to know what the
definition of balanced metric is in this case.
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1. Notation and Preliminaries
1.1. Preliminaries on Higgs Bundles. Throughout X will be a projec-
tive manifold of dimension n, and ω a Ka¨hler form on X which induces a
volume form ω[n] = ω
n
n! . We let V :=
∫
X
ω[n] denote the volume of X and
Λ: Ωp,q → Ωp−1.q−1 denote the contraction with respect to ω.
Given a holomorphic vector bundle E we let Met(E) denote the set of
hermitian metrics on E. Any h ∈ Met(E) has an associated Chern connec-
tion, whose curvature we denote by Fh. For the most part we assume that
ω is integral so lies in c1(L) for some ample line bundle L. Then there exists
an (essentially unique) hL ∈ Met(L) such that
√−1FhL = ω.
Given h ∈ Met(E) we have for each k an L2-inner product on H0(E⊗Lk)
induced by the hermitian metric h ⊗ hkL and the volume form ω[n]. Since
only the dependence on h is of interest, we shall denote this by L2(h).
A Higgs bundle consists of a pair (E,φ) where E is a holomorphic bundle
onX and φ ∈ H0(End(E)⊗Ω1X) such that φ∧φ = 0. Notice that ω induces a
hermitian metric on Ω1X , but since this is fixed we omit it from our notation.
So given h ∈Met(E) we have a pointwise norm of φ that we denote simply
|φ|h. The ‘pointwise dual’ φ∗h is defined by taking the image of φ by the
combination of the anti-holomorphic involution on End(E) induced by h and
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complex conjugation on 1-forms (which we shall also denote by φ∗ when h is
clear from context) and is a smooth section of End(E)⊗Ω1X . More explicitly,
φ∗ is defined by the identity on 1-forms
(φv,w)h = (v, φ
∗w)h,
for any v,w ∈ E. Given φ1, φ2 smooth sections of End(E)⊗Ω1X we have the
commutator [φ1, φ2] = φ1φ2+φ2φ1 where the product means composition of
the endomorphism part and wedge product of the form part, which is thus a
smooth section of End(E) ⊗ Ω2X , and is antisymmetric [φ1, φ2] = −[φ2, φ1].
Finally the slope of E is µ(E) = deg(E)/rk(E) where deg(E) is the degree
of E taken with respect to the class of ω.
Definition 1.1. A Higgs bundle (E,φ) is Gieseker stable (resp. semistable)
if for all coherent subsheaves F ⊂ E such that φ(F ) ⊂ F ⊗ Ω1X we have
χ(F ⊗ Lk)
rk(F )
<
χ(E ⊗ Lk)
rk(E)
(resp. ≤) for all k ≫ 0.
Definition 1.2. A Higgs bundle (E,φ) is slope stable (resp. semistable) if
for all coherent subsheaves F ⊂ E such that φ(F ) ⊂ F ⊗ Ω1X we have
µ(F ) < µ(E) (resp. ≤)
We say that the Higgs bundle is slope polystable if it is a direct sum of Higgs
bundles of the same slope.
This notion of Gieseker stability appeared in the work of Simpson [29]. As
in the usual case, slope stability of a Higgs bundle implies Gieseker stability,
and Gieseker semistability implies slope semistability, and a slope stable
Higgs bundle is simple, i.e has no non-trivial holomorphic endomorphism.
Theorem 1.3 (Hitchin–Simpson Theorem). Let (E,φ) be a Higgs bundle.
The following statements are equivalent:
(1) The Higgs bundle (E,φ) is slope polystable.
(2) For any τ ∈ R>0 there exists an h ∈ Met(E) that solves the equation
Λ(
√−1Fh + τ [φ, φ∗h]) = µ(E)
V
IdE . (1.1)
Remark 1.4. This theorem is due to Hitchin [16] when dimX = 1 and Simp-
son [28] in all dimensions. Although this is often stated as an equivalence
when τ = 1 we remark that the above statement follows immediately since
(E,φ) is slope-polystable if and only if (E, τφ) is (although there is usually
no easy way to pass between the solutions that solves (1.1) for different val-
ues of τ). We remark also that this correspondence does not require ω to
be integral.
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1.2. Fubini-Study metric on the Grassmannians. We collect some
standard facts about Fubini-Study metrics on the Grassmannian. Let G :=
G(N − r,CN ) denote the Grassmannian of (N − r)-dimensional subspaces
of CN . Denote the tautological bundle by
S = {(Λ, v) ∈ G× CN : Λ ∈ G, v ∈ Λ}.
We want also to consider G as the space of r-dimensional quotients of CN ,
which has a universal quotient bundle sitting in the exact sequence 0→ S →
C
N ⊗OG → U → 0. We think of this exact sequence as being a sequence of
hermitian bundles, whose middle term CN ⊗ OG is the trivial bundle with
the constant metric given by the standard metric on the CN fibres (and
thus is flat when thought of as a hermitian metric on a bundle over G).
This induces hermitian metrics HS and HU on S and U respectively, and
we shall call the metric HU the Fubini-Study metric and denote it also by
hFS. We also define a Ka¨hler-form ωG by
ωG =
√−1Fdet(H∗
S
) = −Tr
√−1FHS ,
which we refer to as the Fubini-Study form. One computes easily using the
second-fundamental form β ∈ A1,0(Hom(S,U)) [13, p.78] that
tr
√−1FHU =
√−1tr(β ∧ β∗) = −√−1tr(β∗ ∧ β) = −tr√−1FHS = ωG.
(1.2)
2. Balanced Metrics: definition and reformulation
2.1. Parameter Spaces. We return now to the moment map framework for
the balanced condition, for which we require a finite dimensional parameter
space. First we recall the analogous picture for the quantization of metrics
on holomorphic bundles, as considered by Wang [35]. As above X is to be a
projective manifold of dimension n and L an ample line bundle on X. Fix a
polynomial N = N(k) = rkn+ · · · where r ∈ N (which should be thought of
as the Hilbert polynomial of the vector bundles we will eventually consider).
Let
G = Grass(CN ; r)
be the Grassmannian of r-dimensional quotients which carries a tautological
quotient bundle
C
N ⊗OG → U → 0
We then let
Map := {u : X → G : u is holomorphic}
whose tangent space at u ∈ Map is
TuMap = H
0(u∗TG).
To incorporate the Higgs field, consider the universal evaluation map
e : Map×X → G given by e(u, x) = u(x)
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and define
Z := (π1)∗(e∗End(U)⊗ π∗2Ω1X),
where π1 : Map×X → Map and π2 : Map×X → X are the projections.
Thus the stalk of Z over u ∈Mapk is precisely
Z|u = H0(End(E)⊗ Ω1X) where E := u∗U ⊗ L−k.
Definition 2.1. We let Z be the total space (i.e. the space of stalks) of Z
and π : Z → Map be the natural projection.
Of course this whole construction depends on the parameter k that has
been omitted from notation. The way in which Z parameterizes Higgs bun-
dles (E,φ) is obvious, for if E has rank r and Hilbert polynomial N then
for k sufficiently large h0(E ⊗ Lk) = N(k), and any basis s for H0(E ⊗ Lk)
induces a us ∈ Map. Moreover, us is even an embedding for k sufficiently
large, u∗sU = E ⊗ Lk, and the Higgs field gives, for each choice of s, a point
in Z|us = H0(End(E)⊗ Ω1X).
2.2. Ka¨hler structure on Z. Observe that Z need not be smooth, even
over the smooth locus of Map, since Z may not be locally free. One way
to deal with this is to replace Z with its smooth locus, or otherwise replace
Z with it restriction to a subset of the regular locus Map over which Z is
locally free. We presume that one of this options has been chosen, and for
simplicity denote the new space also by Z (we will later be interested only
in a single GLN orbit of Z so this replacement has no effect).
As discussed in the introduction, the smooth locus of Map has a Ka¨hler
structure given by
ΩMapu (v, v
′) :=
∫
X
ωG(v, v
′)ω[n] for v, v′ ∈ TuMap = H0(u∗TG),
where ωG denotes the Fubini-Study form of the Grassmannian G. It is
immediate (see [35]) that ΩMap is Ka¨hler.
For the fiber directions in Z we construct a potential as follows. Let hFS
denote the Fubini-Study hermitian metric on U . Then given u ∈ Map there
is an induced hermitian metric on End(u∗U) ⊗ Ω1X obtained by the tensor
product of the pullback of hFS and the hermitian metric on Ω
1
X induced by
ω. By abuse of notation we denote this simply by u∗hFS.
Definition 2.2. Fix α > 0. Then for u ∈ Map and φ ∈ Z|u = H0(End(u∗U)⊗
Ω1X) let
Γ(φ) := Γ(φ, α) :=
∫
X
log(1 + α|φ|2u∗hFS)ω[n].
Definition 2.3. For α, β > 0 let
Ωα,β := π
∗ΩMap +
β
4
ddcΓ(·, α),
where ddc denotes differentiation in the directions in Z.
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Clearly Ωα,β is a closed (1, 1)-form, we check now that it is positive.
Proposition 2.4. Assume rk(E) > 1. For α > 0 and β < 2(rk(E)−1) , the
form Ωα,β is positive.
Before the proof we introduce some notation that we will also require
later. Fix x ∈ X and consider the vector bundle V = Vx over Map whose
fibre over u ∈ Map is u(x)∗U , so
V = Vx = e
∗
xU where ex : Map→ G is ex(u) = u(x). (2.1)
Then V carries with it the pullback of the Fubini-Study metric given by
HV := e
∗
xhFS and FHV = e
∗
xFhFS .
Now let ζ be the n-dimensional hermitian vector space Ω1X |x along with
the hermitian metric hζ induced by ω and define a vector bundle
W =Wx := End(V )⊗ ζ = V ⊗ V ∗ ⊗ ζ pi→ Map (2.2)
with the hermitian metric HW := HV ⊗HV ∗ ⊗ hζ . Define Γx : W → R by
Γx(w) = log(1 + α|w|2) for w ∈W. (2.3)
Proof of 2.4. Set r := rk(E). We claim that as long as β < 2(r−1) we have
π∗e∗xωG +
β
4
ddcΓx > 0 (2.4)
as forms on Z (we recall for the reader’s convenience that for a (1, 1)-form α
to be positive means that −√−1α(ρ, ρ) > 0 for all (1, 0)-vector field ρ 6= 0
in W ).
To prove (2.4), the Chern connection of HW splits the tangent space ofW
into vertical and horizontal parts, that we denote by ρv and ρh respectively
for ρ ∈ TW . Clearly ddcΓx is strictly positive in the vertical direction, and
one can compute that the cross-terms vanish [23, Lemma 2.6]. Thus we
are left looking at the horizontal component for which there is the following
formula [23, 2.7,2.8]
(ddcΓx)h|w = α
1 + α|w|2 π
∗(
√−1FWw,w)HW for w ∈W, (2.5)
where here ddc denotes differentiation in the total space of W . Now
√−1FWw = [
√−1FV , w],
where V = e∗xU is as in (2.1), and the bracket on the right is the commutator
acting only on the End(V ) part of W . Suppose now ρ = ρh+ ρv ∈ TwW , so
ρh ∈ Tpi(w)Map and set
Θ = FV (ρh, ρh).
Then (2.5) becomes
−√−1(ddcΓx)h|w(ρ, ρ) = α
1 + α|w|2 ([Θ, w], w)HW ,
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and we wish to bound this quantity from below. To this end observe that
([Θ, w], w)HW = tr(w
∗(Θw − wΘ)) = tr(Θ[w,w∗]).
Then as U is the quotient of a trivial bundle we have Θ is semipositive
(that is, (Θ(v), v)HV ≥ 0 for all v ∈ V ) [17, 4.3.19]. Recall that if A,B are
hermitian semipositive matrices then tr(AB) ≤ trA trB. Using
|[w,w∗]| ≤ 2|w|2, (2.6)
it follows that 2|w|2IdV − [w,w∗] ≥ 0, and we have
tr
(
Θ(2|w|2IdV − [w,w∗])
) ≤ trΘ tr(2|w|2Id− [w,w∗]) = 2r|w|2trΘ,
which rearranging becomes
tr(Θ[w,w∗]) ≥ 2(1 − r)|w|2trΘ.
Now from the definition of the Fubini-Study metric ωG on the Grassmannian
(1.2),
tr
√−1Θ = tre∗x
√−1FhFS (ρh, ρh) = e∗xωG(ρh, ρh)
so we end up with
−√−1(ddcΓx)h(ρ, ρ) ≥ 2(1− r)α|w|
2trΘ
1 + α|w|2 ≥ 2(1− r)(−
√−1π∗e∗xωG(ρ, ρ)).
Therefore as long as β < 2(r−1) we have
π∗e∗xωG +
β
4
ddcΓx > 0,
which proves the claim (2.4).
The Proposition follows from this by integrating over X. To see this,
consider
ǫx : Z →Wx given by ǫx(φ) = φ(x) for φ ∈ Z
which commutes with projection (i.e. covers the identity on Map). One
checks easily that if η ∈ TZ then
(dΓ, η) =
∫
X
(dΓx,Dǫx(η))ω
[n]
, where, we emphasize once again, the d on the right hand side is taken in
the total space of Wx. A similar expression holds for dd
c, so multiplying
(2.4) by ω[n] and integrating over X gives
π∗ΩMap +
β
4
ddcΓ > 0
as by definition ΩMap =
∫
X
(e∗xωG)ω
[n]. 
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2.3. Hamiltonian actions on the total space of a vector bundle. The
general linear group GLN (resp. unitary group UN ) acts on G, and hence
induces an action on Z covering an action on Map. Clearly Ωα,β is UN
invariant and, by construction, this action is hamiltonian. To see this, note
that the UN -action on Map is hamiltonian [35] and that Ωα,β is obtained
from π∗ΩMap by adding a UN -invariant exact form. To calculate the moment
map, we need some generalities about hamiltonian actions on the total space
of a vector bundle, that we address now.
Let W be the total space of a holomorphic vector bundle over a compact
complex manifold
W → Q.
Let hW be a Hermitian metric on W and consider for α ∈ R>0 the potential
γ(w) = log(1 + α|w|2hW ) for w ∈W.
We define the 1-form on W
σW = d
cγ.
Lemma 2.5. Let 1W be the canonical vertical vector field on W . Then
σW (v) =
2
√−1α
1 + α|w|2hW
Im(Av, 1W )hW ,
where hW is identified with a hermitian metric on the vertical bundle of W
and A denotes the vertical projection with respect to the Chern connection
of hW .
Proof. Consider holomorphic coordinates zj on Q and a holomorphic triv-
ialization of W , defined on the same open patch. Given w ∈ W in this
open patch, we can identify it with w = (z, e) in U ×Cr and further we can
assume that hW = IdW +O(|z|2). We now have
(dcγ)|z=0 =
√−1α
1 + α|w|2hW
(∂ − ∂)(e∗hW e))|z=0,
=
√−1α
1 + αe∗e
((∂e)∗e− e∗∂e)),
=
2
√−1α
1 + αe∗e
Im(∂e)∗e.
Now, for a vector field v on W , we can express locally v = (z˙, e˙) and we
have
(Av)|z=0 = (0, e˙ − u˙y(h−1W hW ))|z=0 = (0, e˙)|z=0,
which implies
vy(dcγ)|z=0 =
2
√−1α
1 + αe∗e
Im(e˙)∗e =
(
2
√−1α
1 + α|w|2hW
Im(Av, 1W )hW
)
|z=0
.

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Suppose now that UN acts on Q making (W,hW ) a UN -equivariant Her-
mitian holomorphic vector bundle over Q.
Lemma 2.6. The UN -action on W preserves σW . Moreover the action is
Hamiltonian with respect to dσW with moment map
〈mW , ξ〉 = −YξyσW = 2
√−1α
1 + α|w|2hW
Im(AYξ, 1W )hW ,
where Yξ denotes the infinitesimal action of ξ ∈ uN on W .
The first equality in the previous Lemma is standard [22, 5.13], while
the second follows from Lemma 2.5. Note that the 2-form dσW may be
degenerate, hence by a moment map we mean a UN -equivariant smooth
map mα : W → u∗N satisfying the usual identity
〈mW , ξ〉 = YξydσW .
2.4. Definition of Balanced Metrics. We next apply the general dis-
cussion in the previous section to calculate the moment map for the UN
invariant form Ωαβ on Z. Given u ∈ Map and x ∈ X, we regard u(x) ∈ G
as a surjective map
u(x) : CN → Cr ∼= CN/Ker u(x) = U|u(x)
(here we abuse notation in that strictly speaking u(x) is only an isomorphism
class of such quotients, but this will not matter in the sequel).
We denote by µFS the moment map on (G, ωFS) for the UN -action, and
µ0FS the trace free part of µFS associated to the SUN action.
Proposition 2.7. The map µα,β : Z → uN given by
µα,β(u, φ) =
∫
X
u∗µFS ω
[n] (2.7)
+
β
4
∫
X
2
√−1α
1 + α|φ|2u∗hFS
u(x)∗(u(x)u(x)∗)−1Λ[φx, φ
∗
x]u(x)ω
[n]
is a moment map for Ωα,β, where φ ∈ Zu = H0(End(u∗U) ⊗ Ω1X) and φx
denotes evaluation at x ∈ X.
Proof. We apply Lemma 2.6 with (W,γ) replaced with (Wx,Γx) from (2.2)
and (2.3). Then differentiating under the integral sign, as in the proof of
Proposition 2.4, the moment map we desire is
〈µαβ(u, φ), ξ〉 =
∫
X
u∗〈µFS, ξ〉ω[n]
+
β
4
∫
X
2
√−1α
1 + α|φ|2u∗hFS
Im(AYξ, 1Z)hWx (φx)ω
[n].
We are thus left to calculate the function
Im(AYξ , 1Z)hWx : Wx → R
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for a given x ∈ X. By definition, Wx|u = End Uu(x) ⊗ Ω1X |x and φx denotes
the evaluation of φ at x.
We let S := u(x) ∈ G. The induced UN action on the universal bun-
dle U is by definition as follows: for v ∈ US and g ∈ UN take the pseu-
doinverse S∗(SS∗)−1v to obtain the point in CN representing the v that is
orthogonal to kerS, then act with g and then take the image with S, i.e.
v 7→ SgvS∗(SS∗)−1v. Thus for g ∈ UN the action on φx is
φx → SgS∗(SS∗)−1φxSg−1S∗(SS∗)−1.
Taking appropriate holomorphic coordinates on Wx (so that the Chern con-
nection of hW vanishes at u), one calculates that
AYξ = [SξS
∗(SS∗)−1, φx],
and from this it follows that
Im(AYξ, 1Z)hWx (φx) = ImΛtr[SξS
∗(SS∗)−1, φx]φ
∗
x,
= trξS∗(SS∗)−1Λ[φx, φ
∗
x]S,
which completes the proof. 
We now apply the above formula when u is the map us induced by a basis
s of H0(E ⊗ Lk), and φ is induced by a certain fixed Higgs field. Then the
moment map becomes a function of the basis s.
Definition 2.8. For any h ∈ Met(E) we let
Cαβ(h) :=
αβ
1 + α|φ|2h
Λ[φ, φ∗h]. (2.8)
We set
hs := u
∗
shFS ⊗ h−kL ∈Met(E)
so, by definition ∑
i
si ⊗ s∗hs⊗h
k
L
i =
N
rk(E)V
IdE . (2.9)
Then Proposition 2.7 gives
(µαβ(s))ij =
−√−1
2
∫
X
(si, sj)hsω
[n] (2.10)
+
β
4
∫
X
2α
√−1
1 + α|φ|2hs
(si,Λ[φx, φ
∗hs
x ]sj)hsω
[n],
=
−√−1
2
∫
X
(si, sj)hsω
[n] +
√−1
2
∫
X
(si,Cαβ(hs)sj)hsω
[n]. (2.11)
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Taking the trace of the matrix (2.10)
tr(µαβ(s)) =
−√−1
2
∫
X
∑
i
tr(si ⊗ s∗hs⊗h
k
L
i )ω
[n]
+
√−1
2
∑
i
∫
X
tr(si ⊗ s∗hs⊗h
k
L
i Cαβ(hs))ω
[n],
=
−√−1N
2
,
where we have used (2.9) and the fact that Cαβ is a trace-free endomorphisms
of E. Thus the induced SUN action has moment map
µ0αβ := µα,β +
√−1
2
IdN ∈ suN . (2.12)
Definition 2.9. Let k ∈ N and α, β ∈ R>0 with β < 12(r−1) . We say
h ∈ Met(E) is balanced with respect to (α, β, k) if there is a basis s for
H0(E ⊗ Lk) such that h = hs ⊗ h−kL and µ0α,β(s) = 0, i.e. if and only if∫
X
(si, (IdE − Cαβ(hs)sj)hsω[n] = δij
When this holds we refer to s as a balanced basis and to the inner product on
H0(E⊗Lk) that makes s orthonormal as a balanced metric on H0(E⊗Lk).
2.5. Balanced condition and the Bergman function.
Definition 2.10. (Bergman Function) Given h ∈ Met(E) the Bergman
function Bk(h) of h is the restriction to the diagonal of X ×X of the kernel
of the L2-projection from L2(X,E ⊗ Lk) to H0(E ⊗ Lk). That is,
Bk(h) =
N∑
i=1
si ⊗ s∗h⊗h
k
L
i
where {si} are a basis for H0(E ⊗ Lk) that is orthonormal with respect to
the L2-inner product L2(h).
For later use we record the following special case of the well-known asymp-
totics of the Bergman function [5, 6, 11, 21, 31, 37, 38].
Theorem 2.11. (Asymptotic Expansion of the Bergman Function) Let h ∈
Met(E). For any p and any r is a Cr-asymptotic expansion of the Bergman
function
Bk(h) = a0k
n + a1k
n−1 + · · · apkn−p +O(kn−p−1)
where aj ∈ C∞(End(E)) are universal coefficients that depend on the curva-
ture of h. Moreover the O(kn−p−1) remainder term can be taken uniformly
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as h ranges in a compact set of Met(E). The top two coefficients are given
by
Bk(h) = IdEk
n +
(√−1ΛFh + scal(ω)
2
IdE
)
kn−1 +O(kn−2). (2.13)
Observe next that for any h ∈ Met(E) the norm of the eigenvalues of the
operator Ch =
αβ
1+α|φ|2
h
Λ[φ, φ∗h] from are bounded by 2β, by (2.6). So from
now on we assume β < 12 so the hermitian operator IdE − Cαβ(h) is strictly
positive.
Proposition 2.12. (Balanced Metrics in terms of the Bergman Function)
A metric h ∈ Met(E) is balanced with respect to (α, β, k) if and only if
Bk(ĥ) =
N
rk(E)V
(IdE − Cαβ(h))
where
ĥ := h(IdE − Cαβ(h)). (2.14)
Proof. Suppose h is balanced, so by definition h = hs for some s ∈ Bk such
that ∫
X
(si, (IdE − Cαβ(h))sj)hω[n] = δij . (2.15)
By the definition of ĥ in the statement of the proposition this implies {si}
are orthonormal with respect to the L2-metric induced by ĥ. Hence
B(ĥ) =
∑
i
si⊗s∗ĥ⊗h
k
L
i =
(∑
i
si ⊗ s∗h⊗h
k
L
i
)
h−1ĥ =
N
rk(E)V
(IdE−Cαβ(h))
(2.16)
where we have used
∑
i si ⊗ s
∗h⊗hkL
i =
N
rk(E)V IdE since h = hs is obtained
via the Fubini-Study metric associated to s.
Conversely suppose Bk(ĥ) =
N
rk(E)V (IdE −Cαβ(h)) where ĥ is as in (2.14)
and let s be a basis for H0(E ⊗ Lk) that is orthonormal with respect to
the L2-norm induced by ĥ. Then (2.15) holds definition of ĥ and the same
calculation as in (2.16) gives
∑
i si⊗ s
∗h⊗hkL
i =
N
rk(E)V . Hence h = hs and so
h is balanced. 
3. Balanced Metrics and the Hitchin Equation
So far this discussion has allowed the most general values of α, β. From
now on we specialise and set
α :=
2(rk(E)− 1)
k
and β :=
1
2(rk(E)− 1) (3.1)
where k ∈ N. We say h ∈ Met(E) is balanced at level k if it is balanced with
respect to (α, β, k) for this choice of α, β. For convenience we repeat this
definition in full:
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Definition 3.1. We say a hermitian metric h ∈ Met(E) is balanced at level
k ∈ N if
Bk(ĥ) =
N
rk(E)V
(IdE − Ck(h)),
where
ĥ = h(IdE − Ck(h)), (3.2)
and
Ck(h) :=
1
k + 2(rk(E)− 1)|φ|2h
Λ[φ, φ∗h].
Lemma 3.2. An h ∈ Met(E) is balanced at level k if and only if
N∑
i=1
si ⊗ s∗h⊗h
k
L
i =
N
rk(E)V
IdE ,
where the si ∈ H0(X,E⊗Lk) form a holomorphic basis that is orthonormal
with respect to L2(hˆ).
Proof. If si are as in the statement then
Bk(ĥ) =
∑
i
si ⊗ s∗ĥ⊗h
k
L
i =
∑
i
si ⊗ s∗h⊗h
k
L
i (IdE − Ck(h))
and so the lemma is just a reformulation of the definition. 
Remark 3.3. As mentioned in the introduction, the precise value of β is
not important. We want β < 1/2 to ensure Id− Ck(h) is invertible for any
h ∈ Met(E), and later we will want to apply our positivity result Lemma 2.4,
for which it is sufficient to take β to be anything smaller than 2(rk(E)−1))−1.
To ensure the balanced condition is related to the Hitchin equation we must
take α = O(1/k). Since we have arranged αβ = 1/k we will see presently
the balanced condition is related to Λ(
√−1Fh+ [φ, φ∗]) = µ(E)V IdE. Had we
made a different choice, say αβ = τ/k for some τ ∈ R>0, then the balanced
condition would be related instead to the equation Λ(
√−1Fh + τ [φ, φ∗]) =
µ(E)
V
IdE.
Theorem 3.4. Suppose hk is a sequence of hermitian metrics on E such
that hk is balanced at level k that converge to h∞ as k tends to infinity.
Then h∞ satisfies the equation
Λ
(√−1Fh∞ + [φ, φ∗h∞ ]) = (µ(E)V − 12scal0(ω)
)
IdE . (3.3)
Thus, after a conformal change, h∞ satisfies the Hitchin equation.
Proof. We have
Ck(hk) =
1
k
Λ[φ, φ∗hk ] +O
(
1
k2
)
. (3.4)
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This in particular implies Ck(hk) → 0 as k → ∞, and so ĥk := h(IdE −
Ck(hk)) tends to h∞ as k →∞. The balanced hypothesis says
Bk(ĥk) =
N
rk(E)V
(Id− Ck(hk)). (3.5)
Certainly the ĥk lie in a bounded set, so a diagonal argument with the
asymptotic of the Bergman function (2.13) yields
Bk(ĥk) = IdEk
n +
(√−1ΛF
ĥk
+
scal(ω)
2
IdE
)
kn−1 +O(kn−2). (3.6)
On the other hand, by the Riemann-Roch theorem
N
rk(E)V
IdE = IdEk
n +
(
µ(E)
V
− S
2
)
IdEk
n−1 +O(kn−2) (3.7)
where, we recall, S is the average of scal(ω). So putting (3.4) through (3.7)
together gives
√−1ΛF
ĥk
+ Λ[φ, φ∗hk ] +
scal(ω)
2
IdE =
(
µ(E)
V
− S
2
)
IdE +O
(
1
k
)
,
and taking k to infinity proves the first statement.
The final statement about the conformal change is standard, for if h :=
euh∞ for some real function u then [φ, φ
∗h] = [φ, φh∞ ] and
√−1ΛFh =√−1ΛFh∞+∆uIdE. Thus if one chooses u such that ∆u = 12scal0(ω) (which
is possible by Hodge-Theory as scal0(ω) has average 0) then h satisfies the
Hitchin equation. 
4. Balanced Metrics and Gieseker Stability
Theorem 4.1. There exists a k0 such that for all k ≥ k0 the following holds:
if (E,φ) admits an h ∈ Met(E) that is balanced at level k then it is Gieseker
semistable. In particular, if (E,φ) is irreducible then it is Gieseker stable.
Proof. For the proof we follow the lines of [12, Theorem 4.2]. Assume (E,φ)
is balanced for k ≫ 0 and let {sbal} be a balanced basis at level k. Decom-
pose the moment map from (2.12) and Proposition 2.7 as
µ0α,β =
∫
X
u∗µ0FSω
[n] + µφ, (4.1)
where we continue to impose our choice of α and β from (3.1). Then by
definition
µ0α,β(sbal) = 0.
Let F be a saturated coherent subsheaf (so E/F is torsion-free) and set
V ′ = H0(F ⊗ Lk). Consider the one-parameter subgroup
λ : C∗ → SL(N,C)
with λ(t) = t on V ′ and λ(t) = t−ν on V ′⊥, where the orthogonal comple-
ment here is taken with respect to the inner product on H0(E ⊗ Lk) that
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makes the basis {sbal} orthonormal. To ensure this is an SL(N) action, ν
is taken to be
ν =
h0(F ⊗ Lk)
h0(E ⊗ Lk)− h0(F ⊗ Lk) ,
so the generator of the action is given by
ξ =
√−1
(
IdV ′ 0
0 −νIdV ′⊥
)
.
Using the C∗ action, we obtain an equivariant family of coherent sheaves
with general fibre isomorphic to (E(k), {sbal}) and central fibre isomorphic
to (F ⊗Lk⊕ (E/F )⊗Lk, {s′}⊕{s′′}) where {s′} a basis of H0(F ⊗Lk) and
{s′′} a basis of H0((E/F ) ⊗ Lk). So using the balanced hypothesis,
w(s, λ) := lim
t→+∞
〈µ0α,β(eitζus), ζ〉 =
∫ ∞
0
|Yζ|eitζus |2dt ≥ 0, (4.2)
where t ∈ R and Yζ|eiζus denotes the infinitesimal action of ζ on us ∈ Map.
Moreover equality holds only if iζ is an infinitesimal automorphism of us
and hence is excluded when (E,φ) simple.
Now, the decomposition (4.1) gives a decomposition w(s, λ) = wFS +wφ.
The computation of the first term wFS for (i.e. the calculation without the
Higgs field) is performed in [12], and is given by
wFS :=
∫
X
u∗sµ
0
FSω
[n],
=
(
h0(E ⊗ Lk)
rk(E)
− h
0(F ⊗ Lk)
rk(F )
)
V rk(E)rk(F )
h0(E ⊗ Lk)− h0(F ⊗ Lk) .
Next we compute the weight wφ for µφ(s), i.e by definition
wφ(s, λ) = lim
t→+∞
〈µφ(eitξs), ξ〉.
In order to do so, for any bundle G and basis b for H0(G ⊗ Lk), let hFS(b)
denote the Fubini-Study metric induced by b, and denote by πF the orthog-
onal projection E → F taken with respect to hFS(s). Then, using that
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Ck = Ck(hFS(s)) is trace-free,
wφ(s, λ) =−√−1trV ′
((∫
X
〈s′j ,Cks′l〉hFS(s′)ω[n]
)
j,l
ξV ′
)
−√−1trV ′⊥
((∫
X
〈s′′j ,Cks′′l 〉hFS(s′′)ω[n]
)
j,l
ξV ′⊥
)
,
=−
(∫
X
tr(πFCk)ω
[n] − ν
∫
X
tr(πF⊥Ck)ω
[n]
)
,
=−
(
(1 + ν)
∫
X
tr(πFCk)ω
[n] − ν
∫
X
tr(Ck)ω
[n]
)
,
=− (1 + ν)
∫
X
tr(πFCk)ω
[n].
Now, we have∫
X
tr(πFCk)ω
[n] =
∫
X
αβ
1 + α|φ|2 tr(πFΛ [φ, φ
∗])ω[n].
A computation shows that tr(πFΛ[φ, φ
∗]) = |πFφ(Id−πF )|2, see [36, Propo-
sition 2.16]. Hence, we have∫
X
tr(πFCk)ω
[n] =
∥∥∥ αβ√
1 + α|φ|2 πFφ(Id− πF )
∥∥∥2
L2
,
and so in total
wφ(s, λ) = −(1 + ν)
∥∥∥ αβ√
1 + α|φ|2 πFφ(Id− πF )
∥∥∥2
L2
.
We observe that this term vanishes if and only if the Higgs field splits.
Therefore with (4.2), we obtain
h0(E ⊗ Lk)
rk(E)
−h
0(F ⊗ Lk)
rk(F )
− h
0(E ⊗ Lk)
V rk(E)rk(F )
∥∥∥ αβ√
1 + α|φ|2 πFφ(Id−πF )
∥∥∥2
L2
≥ 0
for all k sufficiently large (with strict inequality when (E,φ) is simple) which
proves the theorem. 
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